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 Level 1 l  Pre-intermediate / Intermediate

Key words2

Warmer 1
Put these methods of travel in order from 1 (your favourite) to 6 (your least favourite). Give reasons for 
your choice.

1. ____________________  a.    train

2. ____________________  b.    bus

3. ____________________  c.    plane

4. ____________________  d.    on foot

5. ____________________  e.    car

6. ____________________  f.     bicycle

Find the following information in the text as quickly as possible.

1. When did Miguel Lores become mayor of Pontevedra?

2. How many cars drove on the street mentioned in the article every day before Mr Lores became mayor?

3. What is the size of the medieval centre of the city that has been pedestrianized?

4. How many people died in traffic accidents in Pontevedra from 1996 to 2009?

5. How many people have died in traffic accidents in Pontevedra since 2009?

6. What percentage of car journeys are now made on foot or by bicycle?

Find the information3

Fill the gaps in the sentences using these key words from the text. The paragraph numbers will help you.

1. If something is ___________________, it is not allowed. (para 1)

2. A ___________________ is the head of the council of a town or city. (para 2) 

3. If you ___________________ a street, no vehicles are allowed there. (para 3)

4. If a place is ___________________, the air is very dirty. (para 3)

5. A ___________________ is someone who lives in a particular place. (para 3)

6. ___________________ is when there is too much traffic so streets are blocked. (para 4)

7. An ___________________ is a gas or mixture of gases from a vehicle or a factory. (para 5)

8. A ___________________ is a woman who is about to get married or who has just got married. (para 6)  

9. A ___________________ is a man who is about to get married or who has just got married. (para 6)

10. If you ___________________ an offer or a suggestion, you do not accept it. (para 7)

 

 

mayor banned polluted pedestrianize resident

bride congestion emission reject groom
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‘For me, this is paradise’: life in the 
Spanish city that banned cars   
Stephen Burgen 
18 September, 2018

1 People don’t shout in Pontevedra – or they 
shout less. All traffic is banned except the most 
necessary traffic so there are no noisy car 
engines, loud car horns or motorbikes, or the 
sound of people shouting – none of the usual 
sounds of a Spanish city. What you hear in the 
street instead are the birds in the trees and the 
sound of human voices. 

2 Miguel Anxo Fernández Lores has been mayor 
of Pontevedra since 1999. His idea is simple: 
having a car doesn’t give you the right to keep 
the public space for yourself. “Listen,” says the 
mayor, opening the windows of his office. From 
the street below you can hear the sound of 
human voices. “Before I became mayor, 14,000 
cars drove on this street every day”.

3 One month after he became mayor, Lores 
pedestrianized all 300,000 square metres of the 
medieval centre. “The historic centre was dead,” 
he says. “There were a lot of drugs. It was full of 
cars. It was polluted and there were a lot of traffic 
accidents. Most people who had a chance to 
leave left the city. Then, we decided to take back 
the public space for the residents and to do this, 
we decided to ban cars.”

4 They stopped cars crossing the city and banned 
street parking because people looking for a place 
to park is what causes a lot of congestion. They 
closed all surface car parks in the city centre 
and opened underground ones and others on 
the edge of the city, with 1,686 free places. They 
made the car-free zone bigger, from the old city 
to the 18th-century area, and reduced the speed 
limit in the outer zones to 30 kilometres an hour.

5 There are many benefits. On the same streets 
where 33 people died in traffic accidents from 
1996 to 2009, no one has died since. CO2 
emissions have reduced by 70% and nearly 75% 
of what were car journeys are now made on foot 
or by bicycle. Also, the city does not give planning 
permission for big shopping centres so small 
businesses have survived.

6 Of course, there have also been some problems. 
People can’t drive wherever they want and they 
don’t like that. But Lores says that people say it 
is their right to drive but in fact, what they want 
is special treatment. “If someone wants to get 
married in the car-free zone, the bride and groom 
can come in a car but everyone else walks,” he 
says. “It’s the same with funerals.”

7 The main complaint is that now, there is 
congestion on the edge of the zone and that 
there aren’t enough parking spaces. “The city is 
the perfect size for pedestrianization,” says local 
architect Rogelio Carballo Soler. “You can cross 
the entire city in 25 minutes. There are things 
you could criticize but there’s nothing that would 
make you reject this change.”

8 One resident says: “I’ve lived in Madrid and 
many other places and for me, this is paradise. 
Even if it’s raining, I walk everywhere. And the 
shopkeepers shouldn’t complain because they 
have survived in spite of the crisis. It’s also a 
great place to have kids.” 

9 “What we need are more areas where you can 
park for five minutes so that you can take the kids 
to school when it’s raining,” says Víctor Prieto. 
“Here, if it’s raining – and it rains a lot – people 
get in their car to buy bread. They do it less now. 
I hardly use my car at all now.”

© Guardian News and Media 2018

First published in The Guardian, 18/09/18
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Comprehension check4

Chunks5
Rearrange the words to make phrases from the text.

1. Spanish sounds a the city of usual

2. sound voices the of human

3. the of the on city edge

4. hour an kilometres thirty

5. want they treatment what is special

6. the of spite crisis in

Two-word phrases6
Match the words in the left-hand column with those in the right-hand column to make expressions from  
the text.

1. car 

2. city  

3. get  

4. small 

5. parking 

6. car-free 

Match the beginnings and endings to make statements about the text.

1. The centre of Pontevedra is very quiet because …

2. The city centre was polluted before …

3. No one has died in a traffic accident in the centre  
of Pontevedra …

4. Some people do not like …

5. The city does not give planning permission for  
big shopping centres, …

6. If you are invited to a wedding in Pontevedra, … 

a. married

b. space

c. engine

d. zone

e. business

f. centre

a. … since 2009.

b. … you have to walk to the wedding.

c. … which is good for small businesses.

d. … most of the traffic is banned.

e. … the decision to ban cars from the city centre.

f. … the ban was introduced in 1999.
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Is it a good idea to ban traffic from city centres? Why? Why not?

Word-building7

Discussion8

Complete the table using words from the text.

verb noun

1. reside (person)

2. complain

3. permit

4. emit

5. treat

6. pedestrianize
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KEY

2 Key words

1. banned 
2. mayor 
3. pedestrianize 
4. polluted
5. resident
6. congestion 
7. emission 
8. bride 
9. groom
10. reject 

3 Find the information

1. 1999
2. 14,000
3. 300,000 square metres
4. 33
5. none
6. nearly 75%

4 Comprehension check

1. d
2. f
3. a
4. e
5. c
6. b

5 Chunks

1. the usual sounds of a Spanish city
2. the sound of human voices
3. on the edge of the city
4. thirty kilometres an hour
5. what they want is special treatment
6. in spite of the crisis

6 Two-word phrases

1. c
2. f
3. a
4. e
5. b
6. d

7 Word-building

1. resident
2. complaint
3. permission
4. emission
5. treatment
6. pedestrianization


